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Prayer

From the

BISHOP

The First Business of the Church
As a United Methodist Bishop
I am well acquainted with our
mission statement. In fact most
members of our denomination
probably can quickly recite

The church Jesus wants us to be
Jesus wants the Church to get it
right. By “right” I believe Jesus wants
us not to get it “twisted,” “confused,”
“misaligned.”

that it’s our mission is to
“make disciples of Jesus

“My house must be a house of prayer”

Christ for the transformation

Jesus says. (Mark 11:15-17)

of the world.”
Free clothing stores are great, churchBishop Julius Calvin Trimble

It is our mission, as the church,

founded credit unions and foundations are useful. Free

to respond to the Great Commission of Jesus to his

meals and after school programs housed in the church

disciples to witness and teach and baptize (Matthew 28:

building have been a blessing to thousands. Gathering

19-20).

places for scouting and Alcoholics Anonymous, music
recitals and Bible study are all appropriate.

Our mission is both specific and broad reaching. Love
like Jesus loved. Reach out like Jesus did. Go out and

“We who are in the church are to be the church.” And

engage people like Jesus did. Bring hope and healing and

in order to be the church Jesus wants us to be, we must

transformation like Jesus did.

remember and be reminded that our first business is
prayer!

What is the church?
What kind of church are we to be?
I believe we are to be instruments of God’s grace. The
church as the body of Christ in the world today is to be
a vessel and pipeline for God’s love that can transform
conditions and communities. Individuals and families,
the broken and those who appear to be healthy, all need
the saving and sanctifying grace of Jesus Christ. We are
not in the business of beating others down or judging
others as worthy or unworthy. We are in the business
of loving God and all the people created in the image of
God.

The psalmist invites us to… “Be still and know that I am
God” (Psalm 46:10).
Being still is one of the great cultural and societal
challenges in western culture. We too often embrace a life
style of rush and work, go and do. Religion and worship
have become attachments to life. It is as if spiritual wellbeing is an add on or afterthought.
The first business of the church is to pray and teach
children and adults to pray together and when alone. Yet,
prayer is one reminder we are never truly alone.

This is not the business of creating franchise “nice
stores” where people gather to sing songs and do nice

One of the greatest instances of inspiration for me has

things for the “less fortunate”…nice stores that too often

been through people for whom their spiritual disciplines

get labeled as places where a few people who are often,

and religious practice are not an addendum to their lives,

“not always so nice” keep people from experiencing the

but rather the anchor and foundation for who they are.

church at its best.

Continues on Page 28
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New Southern Sudanese (Mabaan) United Methodist Church

Where Determination and
Faith Changes Lives

The Mabaan tribe is from South Sudan, a
country that is landlocked in Northeastern
Africa with the White Nile flowing through
it. It gained independence from Sudan in
2011. The Mabaan tribe of South Sudan
number approximately 78,000 people.

By Liz Winders

In December 2013, the young nation

From the newest African nation, South

plunged into a crisis when a power struggle

Sudan, to a new home in Iowa, Rev. Aaron

began between the President and his

Limmo along with his wife, Helen and four

Deputy. The fighting between government

children (Meekko, Ciimban, Diengke and

troops and rebel factions resulted in the

Bwanne) are establishing a new community

death of thousands and over 2.2 million

of faith, The Southern Sudanese United

people fleeing their homes. A tentative

Methodist Church (Mabaan) at the

internationally-mediated peace agreement

Epworth United Methodist Church in

was signed in August 2015. Many of the

Des Moines.

South Sudanese Mabaan tribe have settled
in Des Moines as well as Massachusetts,

Rev. Limmo with
his wife, Helen, his
daughter Bwanne and
son Meekko.

In 1983, as a boy Rev. Limmo became

New York, Texas, Nebraska, Utah, and

separated from his family and displaced

Canada.

in Northern Sudan seeking refuge from
the war. He eventually made his way to

The lively worship services began on

Ethiopia, went to seminary and became a

November 15, 2015, at Epworth and

citizen of the United States.

continues to grow in attendance. Rev.
Limmo has a long list of hopes for the
families and congregation including
providing Sunday School, Christian
activities and education for youth,
ELL (English Language Learners) and
citizenship classes. All will require an
established and dedicated team of mentors
and volunteers.
The young and energetic families worship
on Sunday’s from 12:30 - 4:00 pm in the
Mabaan language. Many of the families
struggle to reestablish themselves and
become self-sustaining with jobs and

4
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education. Rev. Limmo knows the resolve it
will take to change their lives. He has lived

Here is a list of donations

it first hand. He is grateful for the United

that can be dropped off at the

Methodist Church for providing “Open

Epworth United Methodist

hearts, Open minds and Open doors” to his

Church at 412 Euclid, Des

family and the Maaban tribe.

Moines, Iowa during office hours.

Donations are critical to this new

Wish List

community of faith and it will take

Crayons

donations of time, money and supplies
to make Rev. Limmo’s dreams come

Colored pencils

true, but he knows that his tribe has the

Pencils

determination and faith to do just that.

Construction paper
White copy paper

You are invited to make an impact
on the Southern Sudanese United

Scissors (all sizes)

Methodist Church (Mabaan). To support

Glue sticks

the programming and activities, send

Magic markers

contributions through your local church

Dry Erase boards/dry erase

remittance marked: Southern Sudanese
Project #0267. For additional information,

Markers

please contact Rev. Aaron Limmo at

Pipe cleaners

aciimban@icloud.com or Beverly Nolte at

Scotch tape

beverly.nolte@gmail.com.

3 ring notebooks
2 pocket folders
Staplers
Rulers
Rubber bands
Religious books for children
Name tags (Hello, my name is….)
Media Equipment
Laptop(s)
Tablet (e-readers)
Printer
Copy paper
TV

Southern Sudanese UMC’s worship is filled with singing to the playing of drums.
Everyone is welcomed in English and Mabaan. There are lots of young people
from infants to college students especially at the fellowship and meal time after
church! Photos by Rev. Rebecca Fisher, LDM to Evangelism and New Ministry.

DVD player
Children’s religious DVD’s
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Marengo UMC Celebrates 100 Years

Remembering and Looking Forward
By Lisa Bourne

Located in a bedroom community for Iowa City and Cedar

Church members and clergy, past and present, gathered on

Rapids, Marengo UMC has a very diverse demographic, he

a Sunday before Advent to commemorate Marengo United

said, offering both traditional and modern worship.

Methodist Church’s 100th anniversary in its current site.
“We have a rich history and vibrancy in the traditional,” said
The worship service was very energetic, according to Pastor

Rev. German, “we lift those up as well as we value that God

Matt German, with rededication of the church’s baptismal

speaks in many forms.”

font, pulpit and the entire building, followed by a potluck
lunch and memory sharing.

Church members really valued the time to share at the
anniversary event, he said.

“It was vibrant,” Rev. German said, “with the presence of the
Holy Spirit.”

“We were overwhelmed with how much the congregation
was willing to share,” Rev. German recalled, “how wonderful

Methodists have a history in the Marengo area dating back

it was to look back and see the course of God’s action

to when Iowa first became a state, with the church itself

through ministry.”

celebrating its 100th anniversary back in 1946.
Unable to take part in the Marengo UMC celebration,
Religious services were first held at a store in town before

Bishop Trimble sent the Marengo congregation a video

they moved to the Marengo church’s various previous sites,

message, in which he shared how he was glad to bring

the first built in 1851, and the second in 1888, and then

greetings to the church on the occasion of 100 years of

construction of the present church building, which was

ministry in its current location.

completed in 1916.
“Methodists were in Marengo in the 1800’s,” Bishop
“We were intent on not just looking back, but looking

Trimble stated. “But we give thanks for the witness of

forward as well,” Rev. German said of the November 15

Marengo United Methodist Church. And your opportunity

anniversary event. “We put a lot of emphasis on not only

to continue to share the love of Jesus Christ.”

remembering but also looking forward.”
Rev. Katie Dawson, lead pastor for Immanuel United
Methodist Church in Des Moines, was pastor for Marengo
UMC from January 2008-September 2012, and was part of
the recent anniversary celebration.
“It was a great morning - good to be back in a familiar place
with familiar faces,” she said. “It is funny how so many
people are right exactly in the same seats they were in
when you were last there.”
“It was also so awesome to see new faces in worship,
Continues on Page 8
6
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“We have a rich history and
vibrancy in the traditional,”
said Rev. German, “we lift
those up as well as we
value that God speaks in
many forms.”
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“It is a reminder that God’s kingdom
keeps growing and changing and
moving with the Holy Spirit.”
as a beacon of light that others may see your faith and good
works and give glory to our God above.”
Retired Pastor Morris Hurd said, “I cannot forget the years
that I spent as the pastor of the First UMC in Marengo.
They were special years to me. Christmas was so special
with the locally cut tree and all the decorations.”
“The church was filled with many community and statewide leaders,” he said. “We had far too many funerals and
said farewell to so many saints and long term members.”
Retired Pastor Robert Robinson served Marengo UMC
from 1961-1966, and sent scores of intricately detailed
reminiscences for the Marengo congregation of how life
Marengo—Continued from Page 6

was in town and at the church during the time.

too,” Rev. Dawson continued. “It is a reminder that God’s
kingdom keeps growing and changing and moving with the

“There was no elevator,” he wrote. “Whenever there was a

Holy Spirit.”

church funeral the casket had to be lifted up over the newel
post at the turn in the stairway. This was always a difficult

“It is like coming back for a family reunion and catching

procedure.”

up on old stories and hearing all the tales of what has
happened since you last met,” she said.

“The chancel area has been remodeled in the years since
I was pastor,” Rev. Robinson continued. “At the time the

A number of the Marengo church’s former clergy who

choir sat behind a railing across the front of the church

weren’t able to attend the anniversary sent written

and behind the organist. The chancel was pulpit centered;

reflections that were read for the assembly.

however, the only time I stood behind the pulpit was to
read the Scripture, otherwise I was roaming across the

Rev. Allen Wiese, now pastor for Chariton United First

platform and preaching without notes – although I had a

Methodist, recalled for the Marengo congregation how

fully written manuscript.”

they had survived challenges and thrived, and said that he
and wife Deb had prayed for them.

Marengo UMC Pastor German said he was excited to be
part of taking the church into the future.

“The prayers we offer for you will not cease,” Rev. Wiese
wrote, “for we will pray that the celebration of the past one

“Where is God calling us to now? Who is God calling us to

hundred will be a covenant to continue the next 100 years

be?” he pondered. “There are many more things to come.”

8
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New Offerings Promise Campers the

Best. Week. Ever!
By Courtney Glienke

Camp registration is now open and the
Iowa U.M. Camp ministry team is excited to
announce new changes for summer 2016.
Gabe Dorrell was hired as the new site
director of Pictured Rocks Camp. Dorrell
is originally from Newton, Iowa, and is
excited to begin his journey with the
conference.
“God is moving at Pictured Rocks and I am
blessed to be able to be a part of it,” Dorrell
said. “Pictured Rocks already provides
exceptional summer camp opportunities

Iowa’s new program will be based on the

as well as year-round retreat ministry.

one used at Camp Fontanelle in Nebraska

I look forward to building on those

(a camp of the Great Plains Annual

opportunities.”

Conference). They have used laser tag
since 2008 and have found that their

One new offering as an Upgrade to four

version of the program, which includes

of the camp sessions at Wesley Woods

appropriate pre-teaching and debriefing

Camp will be Laser Tag; this addition was

of the activity, to be a valuable addition

approved unanimously by the Board of

because it focuses on cooperation and

Camp, Conference and Retreat Ministries

team learning in a Christian environment.

on Nov. 30.

Continues on Page 29

“The intent of
adding laser tag
is to engage the
unchurched
and bring them
to Wesley
Woods.”

UMC Camp Laser Tag Teaches

Teamwork, Communication & Faith
Our Camp Taggers are Different

We Pre-teach Before the Game

• Digitally programmed
• Range of 600-800 feet in daylight
• No projectiles or actual lasers, using the
same light as your remote control
• Sci-fi laser sound (vs. military sound)
• Points system used per tag, when set score reached
game ends
• Length of game pre-programmed and units
automatically shut off

• This is a game, not a battle, just like a regular game or
water balloon “fights”
• No use of the words “guns”, “dead”, “shoot” or “kill”
• Objectives of each match are explained (teamwork,
communication, faith scenarios)
• Safety guidelines explained
• If players are not following safety guidelines or set
rules, staff can shut down and
remove a player from the game at any time

THE REPORTER | JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2016
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2016 Advocacy Day

Trauma Issues for Women and Children
Iowa Conference UMW, opened the day
with a time of worship.
“If the two greatest commandments are
to ‘Love the Lord your God with all your
heart and with all your soul and with all
your strength and with all your mind’; and,
‘Love your neighbor as yourself,’” he said,
“then it seems to me that the two greatest
sins would be idolatry and to dehumanize
another person.”
“Be open to the spirit of God and seeing
our brothers and sisters as neighbors.
Especially those that are hurting.”

Lana Herteen gave the
keynote address at the
2016 Advocacy Day.
(Photos by Arthur McClanahan.)

“…developing
even one healthy
relationship
can make a
tremendous
difference in the
life of a child or
an adult.”

By Liz Winders

Lana Herteen, Community Child Advocate,

The 2016 Advocacy Day was dedicated

Blank Children’s Hospital/Unity Point

to learning how to recognize and respond

Health, gave the keynote address,

to the effects of trauma in women and

explaining how brain science research has

children.

actually changed the definition of trauma.
Trauma used to be defined as a single event

It was a full day that began bright and

such as an accident or injury but now it

early on January 28th at Wesley United

applies to anything that overwhelms a

Methodist Church in Des Moines and

human brain, making it unable to cope.

included worship advocacy/issue education

Trauma along with daily life that keeps the

and training. After lunch participants

brain on a hyper-alert level (toxic stress)

traveled to Iowa State Capitol to petition

changes the structure and function of the

to lawmakers on behalf of women and

brain and ultimately affects mental health.

children. The day wrapped up with a
viewing of the movie Paper Tigers at the

There is hope for victims of severe trauma.

Iowa United Methodist Conference Center.

“One of the most hopeful aspects of the
impact of trauma” Herteen continued,

10

Advocacy Day was coordinated by Rita

“is that developing even one healthy

Carter, UMW Social Action Coordinator &

relationship can make a tremendous

UMC Legislative Advocacy Team member.

difference in the life of a child or an adult,”

Rev. Dr. Tom Carver, Northwest District

The morning included two panels of

Superintendent and Cabinet Liaison to the

experts who answered questions about

THE REPORTER | JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2016
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Click here to watch
videos of Lana Herteen,
Lynn Calvert and
Roberta Paige from
2016 Advocacy Day.

recognizing and responding to trauma

policies that have a positive influence on a

issues in women and children and

person who has been affected by trauma.

what legislative or policies are needed.

Blank Children’s Hospital has become

Facilitator for the day was Chaney Yeast,

more trauma-sensitive she said, asking

Director of Government Relations &

patients questions such as, “What has

Medical-Legal Project for Blank Hospital/

happened to you?” rather than “What is

Unity Point Health.

wrong with you?” They have implemented
a program called Promoting First

Rev. Dr. Tom Carver,
Northwest District
Superintendent and
Cabinet Liaison to the Iowa
Conference UMW
opened the day with
Devotions.

Trauma in children and families
The first panel focused on trauma in
children and families and how their
agencies are addressing them. On the
panel were: Lana R. Herteen, EJ Wallace Manager of Mobilization Iowa for Save the
Children Action Network, Carmen Lampe
Zeitler – Executive Director of Children
& Family Urban Movement Des Moines,
Melissa Gradischnig - Director of Voices
To Be Heard and Sue Hutchins - Eastern
Iowa Chapter Facilitator of Voices To Be
Heard.

Relationships in their General Pediatrics.
It helps minimize trauma in children and
families by taking a holistic view that
focuses on building relationships and
connections.
EJ Wallace from Save the Children Action
Network in Iowa supports efforts to
advance early childhood policies that
improve and expand high-quality early
learning programs in Iowa.
Children & Family Urban Movement
supports the potential of children,

Lana Herteen from Blank Children’s

youth, and families through educational

Hospital stated that change can be made

success, healthy living, and community

by connectively supporting programs and

Continues on Page 12

The first panel of experts
spoke about Trauma in
Children and Families. From
left to right are EJ Wallace,
Carmen Lampe Zeitler,
Lana Herteen, Melissa
Granischnig and Sue
Hutchins.
THE REPORTER | JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2016
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who have left loved ones
behind.

The second panel spoke
about Women and Trauma.
From left to right are Rev.
Lee Schott, Laura Mendoza
and Lynn Calvert.

Women and trauma
The second panel of experts
focused on Women and
Trauma. On the panel were:
Rev. Lee Schott - Women at
the Well United Methodist
Church, ICIW, Mitchellville,
Laura Mendoza - Legal
Assistant, Domestic
Violence/Sexual Assault
Client, Justice for Our Neighbors and Lynn
Calvert - East Central District President,
Iowa Conference United Methodist
Women Coordinator of Domestic Violence
Workshops.

Advocacy Day—Continued from Page 11
engagement. Executive Director Carmen
Lampe Zeitler urged the audience to
support policies that help children
including English Language Learning
programs, literacy programs, early

“The positive
relationships
that we create
helps women
see themselves
as something
other than the
names they have
been called by
the negative
people in their
lives.”

childhood preschool, mental health

Rev. Lee Schott spoke about the trauma

program and Medicaid.

and anxiety that incarcerated women
experience. Schott is the pastor at

Melissa Gradischnig of Child & Family

the Women at the Well congregation

Policy Center supports a regular presence

worshiping in the Michellville women’s

on behalf of children and families at the

prison. She has heard the stories of the

Iowa Capitol. Every Child Counts is their

trauma women experience before they

advocacy initiative. It aims to make Iowa

were in prison—violence, rape, addiction,

children a priority for policy action by

childhood molestation, domestic abuse.

providing advocacy tools on important child
policy issues, including regular legislative

“Positive relationships are at the core of

updates, policy statements, and training.

what we do,” Rev. Schott explained. “The
positive relationships that we create helps

Sue Hutchins from Voices to be Heard—

women see themselves as something other

a support group for families and children

than the names they have been called by

of an incarcerated loved one that offer

the negative people in their lives.” She’s

counseling for children with a licensed

grateful to instead call them names like

mental health counselor, have guest

Precious and Sister.

speakers, include time for fellowship,
and offer support. One of their goals is to

Women at the Well is in need of funding

educate state and local community leaders

that will support and staff new prison

about the impact and multiple challenges

housing, facilities and programs.

associated with incarcerated parents
12
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Laura Mendoza from Justice for Our

The final speaker was Roberta Paige from

Neighbors described how trauma affects

Grundy Center United Methodist Church

her immigration clients. It is important

who spoke about how her church has gotten

that her clients gather evidence for the

involved with the Iowa United Methodist

citizenship process. They are unable to do

initiative Change a Child’s Story by installing

this because overwork, domestic abuse

a Little Free Library. She encouraged every

and violence has overwhelmed them.

church to participate with a goal to give 1

She advocates for funds to cover health

million books and read 1 million hours to

insurance so victims can seek addiction and

children over the next 2 years. Click here to

psychological counseling. Mendoza also

read about Change a Child’s Story.

Click here to see an
album of images for
2016 Advocacy Day.

seeks funds to educate victims on what can
be done legally to support them.

The early afternoon was devoted to
reviewing advocacy tips, talking points and

Lynn Calvert from United Methodist

constructive ways to engage Iowa legislators

Women described the trauma associated

in meaningful conversations about trauma

with domestic violence and how ill-

issues experience by women and children.

prepared the church is to help. She was a
victim of physical and mental abuse and
sought help from her church. That church
responded poorly because they didn’t have
a pastor trained to deal with domestic
abuse. Lynn supports educating the church,
pastors and lay people on how to recognize
and deal with domestic violence and is
coordinating eight workshops around the
state of Iowa. Click here to read more.

United Methodists
Brian Carter, leader of the Iowa Conference Women have a set of
UMC Legislative Advocacy Team, led the
four new priorities for
discussion with assistance from several
2016 through 2020—
Team members Bill Steward, Wally Paige,
climate justice,
and Rita Carter.
economic inequality,
mass incarceration and
More than 30 participants traveled to
maternal and child health.
the Iowa State Capitol where they met
For more information,
with Representative David Maxwell of
please contact Rita Carter
Poweshiek County, a United Methodist
at ritaac@mchsi.com.
legislator. He shared information about his
work, faith, and answered questions. Some
were able to visit with their legislators,
while others met with House Minority
Leader Mark Smith.
The final event of the day was an evening
showing at the Conference Center of the
movie Paper Tigers. This movie focuses on
teens at an alternative high school and shows
the successful way they were helped through
a fresh approach to dealing with trauma.

Roberta Paige encouraged participants to
get involved in Change a Child’s Story after
experiencing success with the Grundy
Center UMC’s Little Free Library.

If you are interested in learning more about
the Advocacy efforts of the Iowa Conference
of The United Methodist Church—click here.
THE REPORTER | JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2016
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Healthy Church Initiative

Outward Focus Brings Church to the Community
By Liz Winders

Learn more about Healthy Church

The Rev. Bob Farr,

Initiative—Click Here

Director of the Center
for Congregational
Excellence and a member
of the appointive

He suggested that during the HCI process the coaches

cabinet in the Missouri

should ask, “How did you get to become a United

Annual Conference of

Methodist?” and they will discover very few people will

The United Methodist

answer by saying they were invited by somebody from

Church, held a lively

that church.

question and answer

facilitators, and conference staff.

HCI gets churches outwardly focused
Rev. Farr, who has led 128 individual HCI church consults
in 29 conferences, said, “Churches need to become
outwardly focused. They need to get the church out of
the building and into the community. Then invite the
community back to their church.” HCI helps the church
build relationships with their community with the
purpose of getting others to know Jesus.

Healthy Church Initiative is a renewal process for local

“Membership tells you where you have been. Attendance

congregations that is designed to enhance the leadership

tells you where you are now and baptisms tell you where

skills of pastors and laity in order to create a community

you are going to be in the future,” he explained. “Most of

focused, growing, vibrant and spirit-filled church. It was

our churches have very few adult baptisms and there is a

created by Rev. Farr and his team in 2008. Since then,

decline in infant baptisms—both key indicators of what’s

there have been over 1,000 HCI consultations around the

to come.”

workshop at the Iowa
United Methodist Conference Center on the Healthy
Church Initiative (HCI) process.
The workshop was open to anyone with an interest in
the Healthy Church Initiative and in attendance were
coaches, pastors, lay people, consultation team members,

country.
In Iowa, 160 churches have been involved in some aspect
of the Healthy Church Initiative process. Forty-five have
gone through the consultation weekends and two dozen
congregations are currently working with coaches to

HCI success
Rev. Farr explained there are many factors that go into
tallying the result of HCI. There is growth in most of the
churches that go through the HCI process and 40% of the
churches are still growing by 5% or more after 18 months.

implement their ministry goals.
Much of the success has been created because it
According to Rev. Farr, the reason HCI is so critical for

“changed the conversation.” It stopped the downward

The United Methodist Church is because one of the

slide. The Missouri Conference has shown an increase in

churches prevailing issues is, “We are not bringing new

financial stability, professions of faith and baptism over

people to Jesus Christ.”

that past 8 years.
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The three main components of HCI are continuous
learning, consultation, and coaching. Church leaders
should be in some form of a continuous learning
environment in order to support and encourage others.
The HCI process includes leadership development
workshops for pastors and laity. Trained consultants help
churches identify strengths and concerns then provide
prescriptions to address ministry opportunities. These
consultations involve such elements as a community
study, analysis of key data of the church, interviews with
leaders, congregational training, visits from mystery
guest worshipers, and more. Churches who accept the
prescriptions are then assigned a trained coach to work
with them over the next two years to identify resources
and to hold leaders accountable to one another as they
complete their ministry goals.
Rev. Farr told the group to expect conflict during the HCI
process. He encouraged the group by saying, “Don’t fear

(Photo by Liz Winders.)

conflict but push through it. Deal with it up front. Don’t

thinking that leads to transformation and it is not just

back up or the good people will leave. Churches have

another conference program. The HCI Coordinating team

to have some tension and conflict in order to grow. He

currently offers an HCI process for parishes, and will be

suggested to the group to say these words over and over

launching an HCI model that helps churches go deeper

during conflict, “It’s gonna be okay. It’s gonna be okay.”

into their prescriptions. “We have found that 18 months
after consultation does not give churches enough to time

Going through the Healthy Church Initiative process also

live into their prescriptions,” said Rev. Dr. Jaye Johnson,

means a church is entering a continuous improvement

Field Outreach Minister in the South Central District.

process. “Churches cannot stay put but will need to

“HCI 2.0 is designed to help churches go deeper and work

reinvent. After the HCI process, churches should self-

on their prescriptions.”

initiate writing new prescriptions to continue their growth.”
However, we believe that the ultimate goal of HCI needs
Rev. Farr answered questions and gave examples of ways

to be creating new disciples of Jesus Christ. In other

to handle situations during the HCI process. He closed

words, we need to be creating new communities of

with a message of hope by saying, “There is new stuff

faith. The HCI coordinating team is developing an HCI

coming alive in The United Methodist Church and if we

process called HCI 3.0 that will help churches launch

are to have a future, it is going to be because of the people

new communities of faith. “We cannot wait to see new

like you who are involved in the process of planting the

people come to faith, and our world will continue to be

new churches.”

transformed with this process,” Johnson said.

Not a program, but a process
HCI is quickly becoming the grammar of the annual
conference. It is not a program, but a process, a way of

For more information about HCI please contact your Field
Outreach Minister or Rev. Rebecca Fisher the LDM for
Evangelism and New Ministry.
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Spiritual Leadership Incorporated
Brings A New Vision for Conference Leadership Teams
By Arthur McClanahan and Brooke Pierce

The Iowa Conference is getting some
serious coaching right now. Spiritual
Leadership Incorporated (SLI), an
organization that seeks to help church
leaders grow and put their ideas into
action, has provided two coaches to guide
two teams – the Bishop’s Operating Team
and the Bishop’s Appointive Cabinet –
through a year-long process that will
hopefully transform the culture of how
ministry plans are put together and how
lay and clergy leaders are brought into the
ministry life at the Iowa Conference.
“That is the vision that we want to bring
to the Iowa Annual Conference,” says

Helping leaders lead better
Christin, who has been a certified coach
with SLI for about three years, always
knew that she wanted to help people
and organizations progress “from
dysfunction to function and from function
to excellence.” She had variously thought
about doing that as a teacher, a physical
therapist, and as a consultant, but her
heart was really for churches and nonprofits. “Because there are people who are
so passionate about making an impact in
the world, and especially the church really
making disciples. And yet, there’s so many
barriers that get in the way in terms of
leading well,” she laments. ”It’s such a loss.”

Christin Nevins, one of the two SLI

Would you like to
know more about the
SLI process? Visit their
website…click here.

coaches that Iowa is working with (the

When she learned about SLI’s work,

other is Greg Survant). “However, the

she realized that that was exactly what

way that plays out needs to be unique and

she wanted to do. “I just saw a spirit-led

organic and just work the way that Iowa

process that walked alongside leaders,

needs that to work. So we don’t want to

helping them be at their best, that was

be too prescriptive, but we do want to see

not prescriptive and controlling, but this

and encourage that this gets to the local

framework that was really empowering

church and this gets to every ministry.”

and freeing, and just really resonated. The
more I learned and went through training,
and as an apprentice, it just felt like this is
the right fit.”
She finds the work challenging but
energizing, and loves being able to watch
people who really love God and the church
have those “ah-ha moments” where they
find the missing piece they needed. “I feel
like God’s gifted me to come alongside to
be a partner and to bring my gifts and my
experience to help them be the best they

Christin Nevins coaches to the Bishop’s Operating Team during one of their
sessions. (Photos by Arthur McClanahan.)
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not my call or gift, but I can help pastors be

the right conversations, and to dream and

great pastors.”

plan and put processes in place,” Christin
asserts. “So it speaks to me of commitment

Taking time to answer big questions
So far the Bishop’s Operating Team has
had three sessions with Christin and Greg,
and the Bishop’s Appointive Cabinet has
had two sessions with them. Christin
explains that, in these early stages, there
are a number of questions that they tackle.
“We spend a lot of time talking about
what does it really mean to be a team,
rather than a committee, rather than just
a group? What does it mean to build trust?
What does it mean to be accountable to
each other? To build a covenant?”

and of faith and anticipation of what God is
doing and what God will continue to do.”
SLI, which has already worked with
numerous other Annual Conferences,
isn’t just trying to make a difference for
the two teams currently participating.
The idea is that the current teams are
setting the example for additional groups
that will form in the future. “In many ways
Iowa is ahead because there are either
frameworks for teams in place, or there’s

Click here to listen to
the conversation with
Christin Nevins.

clarity about what those next teams will
be. With many conferences, it takes quite

To really answer these questions,

awhile to even get clarity about what

everyone involved has to be prepared to

should the strategic initiatives be, and

spend long periods of time in discussion.

you already have a lot of that in place. So

“Doing this in the form of ‘loving, learning,

what we are doing is we are modeling this

and leading,’ each part takes a good chunk

process as well as living into it.”

of time, and a group as big as these groups
are, we want to hear from everybody. And
we want to create space for good, rich
conversations that we don’t tend to have
in 45-minute or one-hour meetings,” says
Christin. “So we talk about some pretty
rich topics and go pretty deep and wrestle
with some big ideas.”

Iowa conference leaders committed To
the process
The Iowa Conference leaders taking
part in this coaching are devoting
approximately eight hours a month, plus
time to spend with reading and reflecting
material, to the process. “The takeaway
for me is there are very busy, highly
committed leaders who are so committed
to the future of Iowa that they are willing
to find a way to invest more time to have

A vision for ministry
With SLI’s guidance, the Iowa Conference
leaders going through this coaching
process will hopefully be the vanguard for
positive changes in ministry leadership
going forward. “We’re listening to God
together, we are putting plans in action,
but we’re being creative about it, and we’re
learning as we go, and we’re always getting
better at how we work together as a team
and how we do ministry,” says Christin.
“This ought to change the lives of people
that have not encountered the church and
have not encountered God. We want them
to know God, and that’s the bottom line.
This is just a way and a resource to do that,
that should transform us as we’re living

“Doing this
in the form
of ‘loving,
learning, and
leading,’ each
part takes a
good chunk of
time…we talk
about some
pretty rich
topics and go
pretty deep
and wrestle
with some big
ideas.”

into our calls.”
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Bishop Talbert Receives
Carver Medal at Simpson College
By Arthur McClanahan and Brooke Pierce

(Photos by Arthur McClanahan.)

Bishop Melvin G. Talbert received Simpson College’s
prestigious Carver Medal at a ceremony at the College on
January 27, 2016. In accepting the honor, Bishop Talbert

A lifetime struggle against oppression
After thanking Simpson College for the honor of receiving
the Carver Medal, and admitting that he would only be
able to scratch the surface of the issues he had on his
mind, Bishop Talbert began his lecture stating that, “The
intersection of oppression and privilege is a reality for all
of us. The question is, how do we embrace that reality in a
way that fosters the beloved community envisioned by Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr, and of course by George Washington
Carver? After prayerful reflection, I came to the conclusion
that the most helpful way that I could do this was to share
from the perspective of my experience as a person of color,
one who has known oppression. My oppression had to do
with race, an African-American born and lived through
a time when Jim Crow was the reality and my church
sanctioned that oppression.”

noted that the medal is named for inventor and scientist
George Washington Carver, who was admitted to Simpson

Referencing the book Set Free: A Journey Toward Solidarity

at a time when black Americans were often denied access

Against Racism, the Bishop explained that although

to higher education.

everyone has racial prejudices, racism is “prejudice plus
power.” He recounted his own painful memories of the

Bishop Talbert delivered a timely lecture entitled “The

‘Whites Only’ signs he faced decades ago, his non-violent

Intersection of Oppression and Privilege,” offering a

battle against the immoral laws of ‘separate but equal,’ as

reminder that all these years later, our society still has a

well as the racist rhetoric coming from political candidates

long way to go in overcoming its many biases.

even today. “The oppressive power of racism is what we
see and experience. It is the visible acts that are a part of a

In his introduction, Simpson College president Jay K.

larger system that says people of color are not human.”

Simmons said of Bishop Talbert, “During his college days, he

Recognizing the sacred in everyone
in Atlanta in 1960. The Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King
However, Bishop Talbert made it clear that racism is not
Jr. joined the students, which led to their being arrested.
our society’s only terrible ill where prejudice is concerned.
Bishop Talbert spent three days and nights in the same jail
In his talk, he focused on three of the greatest prejudices
cell with Dr. King, an experience that he says changed his
plaguing us today – racism, heterosexism, and sexism –
life forever. Bishop Talbert has served the United Methodist noting that they occur at three distinct levels: individual,
Church in a variety of roles and locales, and in many of these institutional, and systemic. A gay bashing, for instance,
cases, he was the first African-American to do so. He has
would be an individual manifestation of heterosexism,
been a pioneer his entire life.”
while the church refusing to ordain gay people would be
shared in planning the first student sit-in demonstrations
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an institutional example. Only showing straight people

philosopher Edmund Burke in saying, “All that is necessary

and their lives in literature and magazines is a systemic

for evil to triumph is for good men to do nothing.” But the

manifestation of heterosexism.

Bishop then offered it again with one slight variation: “All
that is necessary for evil to triumph is for good PEOPLE to

The Bishop admitted that he was once homophobic

do nothing.”

himself, until a time in the 1970s when he attended a
weekend event where a mix of straight and gay people

Throughout the lecture, Bishop Talbert emphasized that

were invited, but no one was to reveal their sexual

whatever our race, gender, or sexual orientation, we are

identities until the end of the weekend, after everyone had

all part of the human family, the family of God. We are

had time to get to know one another. “When the time came

all made in His image. And, mincing no words, the Bishop

for us to reveal our sexual identity, I was blown away. All of

made it clear that racism, sexism, and heterosexism were all

my stereotypes were shattered!” said Bishop Talbert.

attempts to usurp the authority of God.

“I had met some of the finest and most gifted persons I had

“My sisters and brothers, from the beginning, evil existed

ever met. But I did not characterize them correctly. That

in the world. And you and I know that there are lots of evils

was the beginning of a journey that enabled me to become

lurking in our lives today,” said Bishop Talbert as he brought

a part of who I am today,” he continued. “Homosexuals and

his talk to a close. “As people of faith, we are called by God

heterosexuals are persons of sacred worth and must be

to be part of a force for good in the world, so that evil will

granted their full human rights.”

not triumph. It is my prayer that God’s spirit will prod us into
being active agents for the common good of all. And may we

From fear to redemption
Turning to sexism, Bishop Talbert described how this
particular evil reaches across all races and cultures,
manifesting itself everywhere from the family to the
political arena. He also spoke of his own experience with
churches that claimed they did not want a woman pastor:
“The cabinet and I had a strategy for dealing with such
reports,” said the Bishop, explaining that “if the bishop
and the cabinet concluded that the person possessing the
gifts and the graces for leading their congregation was
a woman, that request for not receiving a woman would
not be considered until after they had a consultation with
the person we had selected as the best possible choice for
that congregation. I’m pleased to report that my cabinet
and I never lost a case. For you see once people come face
to face with the unknown, that is another human being,
something magical happens. The human dynamic of love
and grace turns fear into redemption.”
Becoming agents for good
As he approached the conclusion of his lecture, Bishop
Talbert mentioned how Dr. King often quoted the English

use all our resources, all of our power, to eradicate the sin
and evil of racism, heterosexism, and sexism from all of our
relationships in society, in our churches, and especially in
our education institutions. God bless you.”

Bishop Melvin G. Talbert and Simpson College President
Jay K. Simmons.
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Rev. Katie Dawson

Looks to the 2016 General Conference
By Arthur McClanahan

Rev. Katie Dawson, a

about what’s important that’s coming up. So even though

member of the delegation

each of us focuses on our particular section, we all have to

to the 2016 General

be aware of the entire material scope that’s before us.”

Conference in Portland,
Oregon, is honored to have

She is excited about the material that she is responsible for

been re-elected by her

covering. “My focus is faith and order, and the bulk of that is

fellow clergy to represent

really how we order the church,” says the reverend. “There’s

Iowa. She is also cognizant

a lot in that section that really talks about who we are as

and appreciative of the fact

United Methodists and what that means.”

that the first two clergy

Challenges ahead
were in fact both women. “And we represent diversity in age Rev. Dawson is especially intrigued by some of the
and in ethnicity, and I think that really represents who we
proposals on how they might create a general Book of
are as Iowa well.”
Discipline that allows for some latitude within conferences.
“I’m looking forward to solutions that will help us remain
This diversity among the delegates represents a change
united in what’s essential, and but also provide some
from the traditional and will perhaps be the hallmark of a
flexibility to be in ministry where we are.”
newer era.
The idea would be for a book that represents the breadth
Diving in
of who the United Methodist church is worldwide, while
The delegation has had a few meetings so far. “We’re
allowing for some contextual uniqueness in particular
meeting again in March, and part of our process is looking
settings within that. “I think that contextual uniqueness is
forward to jurisdictional conference, where we will be
really important. Because the church in Uganda is not the
electing four bishops. So some of our work has been
same as the church here.”
discerning as a delegation if we want to put a nominee
forward for that,” notes Rev. Dawson.
The reverend confesses to being both hopeful and cynical
at the same time over what’s to come at the General
“We’ve been informed about proposals that are coming
Conference. “I have a lot of hope that we can accomplish
forward as we have access to folks on various boards and
the things that we hope to, and we can do so in a respectful
agencies and various groups. So we’ve been talking about
manner. But I also witnessed last time that we kind of
things like the proposals for divestment, we’ve been talking worked on a lot of things, and then it just didn’t happen. And
about proposals from the Board of Higher Education and
Katie Dawson—Continues on Page 22
Ministry, and we’ve had a couple of presentations and an
opportunity to digest that information.”
Learn how the 2016 Iowa Annual Conference
“Now that we have the legislation in front of us, we’ll have
of The United Methodist Church’s Delegation
a chance to really dive more into some of that. Each person
is preparing for the General and Jurisdictional
who’s assigned a section will be doing a kind of presentation
Conferences—click here.
delegates to be re-elected
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John Rothlisberger

First-Time General Conference Delegate
By Arthur McClanahan

“When I submitted my name,

delegates is assigned to a particular legislative committee,

I wasn’t at all confident that it

and John’s is Church and Society 2. “The sheer volume of

was even really a possibility.

material from what I’ve been told is so large that you do

That’s why I think I was a

have to kind of pool your efforts to be able to share the key

little bit surprised when I

points that are coming up within the materials. I’ve started

wound up being selected at

reading some of it, looking at it, trying to understand better.

Annual Conference last year,”

Church and Society 2 has some pretty heavy-hitting topics,

says John Rothlisberger, a

and that’s going to be an interesting piece for me to get that

first-time lay delegate from

material and focus specifically on that.”

Iowa to the 2016 General
Conference. “But I came to
realize maybe there is a reason for me to do it.”

The heavy-hitting topics he mentions include Family,
Marriage, Divorce, Single Persons, Women & Men,
Human Sexuality, Family Violence and Abuse, Sexual

John, a Dean at the School for Lay Ministry at Simpson

Abuse, Abortion, Dying, Adoption, and Suicide. With such

College, realized that the experience of attending General

important and sometimes divisive subjects to discuss, the

Conference as a delegate was one that he could eventually

group will have its work cut out for it.

share with his students, a thought that spurred him to
actually put in his credentials. The fact that he ended up

“There’s diversity within that group,” emphasizes John.

being selected has him feeling both honored and humbled.

“And that is not a negative. It’s just you have to be able to
listen very carefully to the conversation and understand the

A total of 12 delegates in John’s group will meet several

question being asked and think about the responses that are

times before the Conference. “A lot of it has been

being shared. And sometimes that’s a bit of a challenge.”

conversation. The last session centered on Jurisdictional
and preparing for the nomination process for candidates to

But he is confident that his background will serve him well.

become Bishop,” says John. “Prior to that, we didn’t have any

“I have been known throughout my professional career as a

materials to look at or process at all as a group at any of the

mediator, a moderator, somebody who builds consensus. I

meetings, so it was more just that getting to know people.”

do a lot of that. My orientation is to try to help listen to the
voices of people. And there will always be differences. It’s

Being new to the process, John acknowledges he still has a

trying to bring people together, to some common ground, as

lot to learn, which is why it is helpful to have some people

much as is possible.”

on the delegation who have done this before. “Being an
educator, I learn as much from other people as I do teaching.

Though there are surely challenges ahead for his delegation,

So that’s what I’ve drawn from the experienced people is just

John has a lot to look forward to, particularly “being able to

being able to sit there and listen carefully to what they’re

truly feel God’s presence and the Holy Spirit opening me,

saying and what their experience has been.”

making me recognize and listen carefully to the guidance.
That’s what I’m hoping for. And I believe it can happen. I

So that it is easier for the delegation to tackle everything

don’t really have a doubt about that. It’s just putting my

that will be covered at General Conference, each of the

attention to it and making sure that’s where my focus is.”
THE REPORTER | JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2016
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Katie Dawson—Continued from Page 20

and say ‘What paragraph is that referring to?’ and you

we got to the point where we couldn’t agree to disagree,”

get 10 answers immediately. So there’s some real benefit.

she admits. “Or, that we made some changes, and then all of

I’m also aware, though, that the ability and the privilege

that work was ruled invalid by the judicial council.”

of having that kind of access also means that, when not
everyone has that kind of access, it’s almost like two

Taking the conference online
At the last General Conference, Rev. Dawson proved to be
an asset in getting some of her fellow delegates connected
in terms of social media, earning herself a reputation as the
“Twitter maven.” She does recognize that there can be a
negative side to online discussions. “Twitter and Facebook
and social media really have the ability to bring out our
worst angels sometimes. There can be some snarky-ness
and we can express frustration that way. Sometimes that
is a good outlet, and sometimes we need to watch what we
say and do no harm.”
But she’s also well aware of how useful it can be at a place
like the General Conference. “When you’re in a room that
has 1,000 delegates, you can still be connected and have
conversation,” she explains. “You can ask for information

different playing fields.”
For that reason, she feels it is important for those who are
in tune with social media to reach out to colleagues and
help them utilize it, so everyone can share in its benefits
together.

Moving to action
As the delegation wrestles with all of the material that they
will have to cover, Rev. Dawson is hopeful that they will
be able to find ways to move forward in the midst of some
of the more divisive issues at the General Conference.
Whatever challenges lie ahead, she is anxious to see the
worldwide church at work: “One of the things I’m really
looking forward to is seeing that global church in action
again.”

2016 General
Conference Resources
Pastor’s Other Calling: General Conference Petitions
In May of 2016, 864 delegates from around the world will meet to consider legislation that will shape the direction
of The United Methodist Church for the next four years. Any organization, clergy or lay member of the church
may submit a petition for consideration. The Rev. Gary Graves is the man behind the scenes who is in charge of
compiling the approximately 1,000 petitions that come in. Click here to watch the video about how he does it.

General Conference 2016 Guide
An important resource for delegates, church members and journalists, this handbook contains such helpful
information as the conference schedule, information about the legislative process, and historical background.
Click here to download.

General Conference 2016 Advance Edition Daily Christian Advocate
The Advanced Daily Christian Advocate (ADCA) contains the agenda, rules, delegate listings, petitions, reports
from the general agencies/commissions and study committees, information for delegates, and codes of conduct for
the General Conference. Click here to read.
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Volunteers in Mission

Doing God’s Work in the Sun/Son
By Beverly Nolte

On the thumb of northern Dominican
Republic is Samana, nestled among palm
trees listing toward the sea, in a bay where
3,000 spouting humpback whales winter
to have their babies. The Dominican
Republic shares an island with Haiti but is
more than two-thirds the size of its smaller
neighbor. It is Spanish speaking being
discovered by Christopher Columbus in
1492. It is said that this country is the most
visited destination in the Caribbean and
we Iowans believe it.
This was the work destination, from
January 15 – 28, of 18 Iowans from twelve
Iowa churches from Attica to Woodward.
Samana is the location of an Iglesia

to read. A cement path was poured

Evangelica Dominicana (IED) church

beside the steps into the church. The

where Rev. Pedro Rodney is the new

men worked on a new parsonage to help

pastor. This church put down roots in 1922

level the dirt/mud/clay soil in preparation

with Wesleyan Methodists and Moravian

for pouring the flooring. It took several

ties. There are three UM missionaries on

days for our electricians to figure out the

the island. Gordon and Ardell Graner were

electrical system, to install lights in the

the coordinators of our team.

bathrooms and in the fellowship hall! Let

Visit the Volunteers in
Mission Facebook page
to see more images from
their Dominican Republic
mission trip—click here

there be light and there was!
Two retaining walls were built near the
church, a large metal church sign was

Over 200 children learned about Noah

welded to a frame, lettered and placed

and the Ark….all in Spanish with the help

atop the church for those passing by

of our translator, Kenual Dishmey. Older
children had lessons on
the life of Jesus. Playing
games were part of the
fun with a group playing
whiffle ball in puddles,
dodging horses and poop
on a baseball field used by
Dominicans who made it
to the Major Leagues.
Continues on Page 30
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IRMS Celebrates 30 years as an

Elegant Solution
By Liz Winders

On January 13, 2016, IRMS celebrated its 30th
anniversary year at its Annual Meeting and ReCovenanting Service with a homemade soup buffet
for denominational leaders, current and former board
members, staff, volunteers, and guests.
IRMS is an ecumenical subscription-based comprehensive
lending library with over 10,000 DVDs, kits, books
and other resources. In 1986 member denominations
covenanted together to form IRMS, under the leadership
of Sue Sonner, Executive Director 1986 – 1997. Since that
time, it has supported subscribing congregations of all
sizes with an endless variety of media and resources that

Julius C. Trimble, resident Bishop of Iowa Conference of
The United Methodist Church along with five other partner
denominational representatives signed the re-covenanting
contract with IRMS. (Photos by Liz Winders.)

enhance Christian education and worship and assist with
the ministry and management of the church. The IRMS

At the Annual meeting, Jim Laupp, President of the IRMS

staff has a wealth of knowledge and will consult with and

Board of Directors, lead introductions and the lighting of

guide users through the process of resource selection.

the unity candle. Julius C. Trimble, resident Bishop of Iowa
Conference of The United Methodist Church along with five
other partner denominational representatives signed the
re-covenanting contract with IRMS. The denominations are
Mid-American Baptist Churches, Christian Church (Disciples
of Christ) in the Upper Midwest, Episcopal Diocese of Iowa,
Synod of Lakes and Prairies, Presbyterian Church (USA),
Iowa Conference of The United Church of Christ, and the
Iowa Conference of The United Methodist Church.
After lunch, the Annual Meeting was held, and the Slate of
Officers was approved as well as the reading of the 2016
budget. It was announced that for 2016, The Iowa Annual
Conference of The United Methodist Church Board of
Discipleship has made a one-time grant to IRMS in the
amount of $21,750. “For this, we are eternally grateful.
It was a Christmas miracle,” said IRMS treasurer, Jeanie
Smith. “This grant will be put into savings to help generate
additional income.”
Sharon Strohmaier, Executive Director of IRMS then
presented a special Board Member Emeritus recognition to
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Rev. Dr. Fred Gee, “for his dedication and service to the
Iowa Religious Media Service and thereby to the churches
that it serves.”
“It is my privilege to stand before you, the stakeholders
in this special institution, and share my vision for the
organization and explain to you where it fits within the
landscape of the church,” began Sharon Strohmaier in her
keynote address.
Sharon spoke about the concept of an Elegant Solution,
quoting from the book by Matthew May, The Elegant
Solution: Toyota’s Formula for Mastering Innovation. “An
Elegant Solution is one in which the optimal outcome is
achieved with minimal expenditure of effort and expense
and is recognized by its juxtaposition of simplicity and
power.”
She went on to give examples of individuals and
organizations who have faced and solved real-world
problems using an Elegant Solution.
Director, Sue Sonner and her committed staff,” she
“IRMS is also an Elegant Solution,” she said. “At a time

continued. “IRMS is the Elegant Solution for the collection

when media was just beginning to play a much larger role

and circulation of high-quality media, resources for

in our lives, denominational representative gathered

worship, leadership development, Christian learning,

to determine how it is best to address this change in

social justices and Christian education for all ages, all

communications media. They wanted to take the work to

vetted for the mainline perspective.”

the next level and to do together what none could do as
well alone.”

“With all denominations trying to do more with less, there
are some interesting changes on the horizon,” explained

“IRMS was born out of the vision of the judicatory leaders,

Strohmaier. Churches are being merged, the staff is

built on the design developed by the original steering

being reorganized and budgets are being cut. Groups

committee and implemented by the first Executive

Continues on Page 24

The Iowa Conference of The United Methodist Church will provide 10 scholarships
for the subscription fee to IRMS to United Methodist churches with fewer than 200
members that have not been subscribers to IRMS for the past 3 years.
Please email your request to communications@iaumc.org by February 15, 2016.
Many congregations in Iowa have experienced dynamic and compelling worship and
education thanks to a shared ministry between six mainline denominations called
Iowa Religious Media Service (IRMS).
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IRMS—Continued from Page 23
are reaching for Elegant Solutions to continue to be
successful.
Strohmaier went on to give several examples of the
struggles in all denominations and her hope for an Elegant
Solution for all of them.
She also spoke about the shrinking small communities in
Iowa that are trying to survive.
Among the elements essential to the survival of a
small town is a local grocery store. Home Town Foods
is a grocery store chain that was started by a group of

“If the denominations in this room do not have strong

residents from Conrad, Iowa. When the grocery store

programs in Waukee and every western suburb, staffed

closed in Conrad, a benefactor stepped up and gave them

with your very best workers with children and youth, you

a store-front building and the community found

are missing a fantastic opportunity for developing and

an experienced operator.

implementing an Elegant Solution for evangelism and
significant church growth.”

“Based on a self-help mainstream approach, this Elegant
Solution not only saved their town but several other

Strohmaier closed by sharing an observation made by

towns as well,” said Strohmaier. Home Town Foods has

Rich Pleva, Conference Minister for the Iowa Conference

now opened in several other towns and continues to be

of the United Church of Christ, during a recent

a success.

conversation. He compared the solution to the struggle
churches are now having to the landing of Flight 1549

“On the flip side of the shrinking small communities is

by Sully Sullenberger on the Hudson River. Strohmaier

the growth trend of the Metropolitan areas,” Strohmaier

paraphrased Pleva, “No matter how dire it is, you don’t

continued. She stated facts about the growth in Iowa

need to crash. If you can find a decent place to land – if

which has added 77,030 to our population since the 2010

you can find that Elegant Solution – then something new

census and emphasized that the community of Waukee

can rise.”

has grown from 8,000 to 20,000 residents in the past 10
years. The Waukee Community School District struggles

Also, at the 2015 IRMS Annual Meeting, it was discussed

to keep up with the demand for buildings and additional

that a scholarship program should be implemented to

resources. They have averaged 470 new students each

offset the cost of the IRMS subscription fee. Bishop

year for the past 11 years adding 675 in the fall of 2015.

Trimble and Disciples Region Minister Bill Spangler-

Funding is based on the previous year’s enrollment,

Dunning offered to provide scholarships to the churches

so Waukee schools have educated the equivalent of

in their respective denominations.

an entire school for free for the past 11 years and will
continue to do so into the future.

“That really is an Elegant Solution,” responded Strohmaier.
“Church budgets are getting tighter and tighter, and we

“Just as small school districts are scrambling to hold their

don’t want the IRMS subscription to be the one piece that

school districts together, so is this large one,” she said.

churches let go.”
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IRMS Resources

African American History Month
February is National African American History Month. We join in honoring the generations of African
Americans who struggled, and continue to struggle, with adversity. Here are a few particularly timely
suggestions for resources that will help you celebrate this month of recognition.

Finding the Gold Within
Finding the Gold Within (DV1365) is a powerful documentary that follows six black men
from Akron, Ohio, as they are continuously tested and challenged through their first years
of college. This resource will be helpful to young people struggling to find their place in the
world, to volunteers serving in urban ministries, and to individuals grappling with the issues
behind the “Black Lives Matter” movement. Building cultural awareness, this resource will
help white people break out of the bubble of white privilege.

African Americans and Islam
African Americans and Islam (DV1074) captures the history of African American Muslims
in America and touches on their struggles over the centuries including the civil rights
movement and particularly the life and sacrifice of Malcolm X.

The Quilts of Gee’s Bend
The Quilts of Gee’s Bend (BK821) is a colorful book that features photographs of both the
quilters and the quilts of Gee’s Bend, an isolated Alabama community. The book illuminates
three themes in American quilts: quilts as sophisticated design, quilts as vessels of cultural
survival and continuity, and quilts as portraits of women’s identities.

Plenty Good Room: A Bible Study Based on African American Spirituals
Plenty Good Room: A Bible Study Based on African American Spirituals (KT314) combines
an in-depth look at scripture, American history, and the musical melodies and rhythms of
African American spirituals. Born in the context of slavery, these spirituals live on today,
speaking to new generations.

To request one of these resources or find out more about the materials IRMS has available to
celebrate National African American History Month, call 515-277-2920 or email questions@irms.
org. Visit the IRMS website and search their catalog for additional resources—Click Here.
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The Iowa Conference has been invited to engage in a Day of Prayer on Friday, February 19. These twentyfour hours will give us an opportunity, all across the state, in every emerging and existing United Methodist
congregation and in every United Methodist home, to offer common witness and to pray for God’s awesome power
to be felt during the May 10-20 assembly. You’re invited to commit a time to pray. You might sign up for an hour as
an individual…or you may feel called to hold a special prayer time as a group - a Sunday School class, a youth group,
or even as a congregation.
SIGN UP TO PARTICIPATE in the Day of Prayer, and see who else will be praying with you at that time—Click Here.
RESOURCES for the Day of Prayer, including information about General Conference, suggested prayers, a bulletin
insert, and a list of the names of the Iowa Conference delegates—Click Here.
SHARE THE STORY of your participation in the Day of Prayer, in words and/or photos—Click Here.
Post to the Iowa Conference FACEBOOK page or the Conference TWITTER page. Use the hashtag: #ICGCPRAYER
We especially invite you to pray for six lay and six clergy of the Iowa Conference delegation, and indeed for all, who
will commit to express the universal love of Jesus Christ through the work of the General Conference. Lives will be
impacted by decisions made in May. Through our day of prayer for the General Conference, on February 19, may
we all recommitted our lives to serving Jesus Christ and all of God’s people!

Bishop Trimble—Continued from Page 3
The greatest example for me has been my Mother. With

In 2016 the United Methodist will gather in Portland for

each passing year, her quiet walk with God is exemplified

General Conference and we have a Day of Prayer for that

in her capacity and commitment to make prayer and quiet

worldwide gathering.

meditative reading a central part of everyday. At age 93
she is still praying for dozens of people daily and blessing

We are committed to Changing a Child’s Story through

those who call her on the phone with the greeting of

reading and loving and learning and leading together.

peace and love.
The disciples of Jesus asked him to teach them to pray, as
As a child I learned from my Mother and Father that

John taught his disciples Luke 11). “When you pray say,

Sundays begin with prayer before church. This was my

Our Father...hallowed be your name...”

earliest lesson that prayer was the first business of the
church.

Be encouraged,

The Lenten season is here.

Bishop Julius C. Trimble
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Best. Week. Ever!—Continued from Page 9
Prior to approving this program addition,
the Board of Conference, Camp and
Retreat Ministries conducted surveys of
parents whose children have participated
in the camping program to ask if this
would be a program they would support
or if they had concerns. Three-quarters
of responders had no objection or
actively supported including laser tag as
an upgrade. The board also has been in
dialogue with persons who have concerns
about adding laser tag and these concerns
were taken into consideration.
Rider believes this will be a great way to

“We’ve been really busy this

engage non-United Methodist youth.

fall getting everything ready
for families and youth,” said

“Only about 42 percent of our

Reverend David Hobbs, LDM

campers come from United Methodist

for Camping and Christian

congregations,” Rider said. “We know that

Formation. “I know that God will

at least a quarter of our campers claim

do great things with the campers

not to be actively engaged in a church

this summer and they’ll see Him

community. The intent of adding laser tag

in new ways.”

is to engage the unchurched and bring
them to Wesley Woods. In our culture,
kids already play laser tag, paintball and
video games. We now have an opportunity
to teach kids the difference between play
and reality, giving them a chance to learn
about healthy communities, cooperation
and love of neighbor. It gives us the
opportunity to introduce them to the love,
grace and life-changing nature of God.”
Another new offering is the construction
of an Aerial Adventure Course at Lake
Okoboji Camp. The course will be available
to summer campers, businesses, schools
and the community at large. It is the only
high-ropes course of its kind within three
hours of Okoboji, and will officially be

Everything that happens at camp is designed to promote community and
challenge our campers in a safe environment, but Wesley Woods activities
that specifically promote team building are Challenge Games (age/group
appropriate games and challenges that require group participation to
solve/complete), the Stormy Hollow Low Ropes Course (groups must work
together to safely navigate a series of challenges), Scavenger Hunts and
Canoeing (Because if you’ve ever tried to teach 9 and 10-year-olds how to
paddle you know this is team building…). Personal challenge events are the
Stormy Heights High Ropes Course and Archery.

Get excited for another great summer of camp at
one of your three Iowa United Methodist Camps!
To register, visit www.iaumc.org/camps or
email camps@iaumc.org for more information.
Watch our new camp video—click here.
We can’t wait to meet you!

open in spring 2016.
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Volunteers In Mission—Continued from Page 23
The church ladies wanted to make

With their land and homes

potholders (30) for use in their kitchens

were taken over by the

which were highly decorative and prized

government they had no

by them. Using the sewing machine we

place to go but to find

took with us, three large banners were

shelter and live in primitive

made, one decorated with hands of the

conditions. The church

children, a Jesus one using John 11:25,

gave them bags of rice,

and the ark complete with animals cut

macaroni, laundry soap,

out by the kids. A variety of sock and stick

salami, crackers and other

puppets were made for use in the Sunday

food to supplement their

School. Brainstorming sessions were

meager diet. A small group

held with Ardell Graner to create Sunday

made visits to the homes of

School curriculum for the children.

disabled church members
where prayers and hymn

The group traveled to attend the National

singing was enjoyed by all. 

Assembly of the IED in Bani, on the
southwest coast. Our task was to paint a

An afternoon at the pristine

265 yard, 5-foot high cement fence with

white sand beach was

yellow/brown which we did between

delightful, a four-hour

periods of rain. Imagine 18 people, with

excursion into the bay to

rollers and paint brushes, moving slowly

watch for whale blow holing

along the fence to complete the task!

was exciting! These huge
mammals are identified by

Sunday morning worship expressed a

the design on their dorsal

joyous celebration of music and message.

fins.

Who doesn’t enjoy a two-hour service?
Two of our clergy pastors, Rev. Crystal

We give glory to God that

Oberheu and Rev. Vickie Steffes presented

we Iowans were privileged

a tag team message, with our group being

to meet Jesus among the

presented and songs sung…in English.

Samana church members
while enjoying the sun that

Rice and beans were the basic meal along

appeared daily overhead.

with seasonal fruit, pineapple, watermelon,
papaya, bananas and a variety of cooked
vegetables prepared daily by Grisell and
the local church women. They cooked over
an outdoor cement “stove” with firewood
as fuel.
An unusual trek took us to visit fourteen
displaced Dominican families who call

Team Members
Steve Bellon, Knoxville
Dave Duffe, Moscow
Katherine/Bill Howell, Coon Rapids
Bev/Ken Kruempel, Ames
Martha McCallister, Wilton
Jan Monson, Nevada
Beverly Nolte, Des Moines
Crystal Oberheu, Meservey

Judy Olson, Gray
Jane Punke, Nevada
Linda Rowe, Bloomfield
Lori Shannon, Manning
Vickie Steffes, Knoxville
Judy/Gary Taber, Lake Park
Josh Yingst, Woodward

caves and wooden shacks their home.
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Lent & Easter Resources

United Methodist congregations have numerous resources available to encourage engagement and participation
throughout the Lenten and Easter seasons. Check out these from United Methodist Communications
Give up, take up, lift up and look up with the 2016 Imagine No Malaria Lenten resources, featuring downloadable
materials, including undated and themed sermon starters, videos, children’s messages and a sacrificial giving
calendar for Lent worship. Imagine No Malaria, an initiative of The United Methodist Church, is committed to ending
malaria deaths.
The seven weeks of materials, which extend through Easter Sunday, feature a series of Lentfocused themes, including “Give Up Indifference,” “Give Up Excess,” “Take Up The Charge,” Take
Up The Challenge,” “Lift Up the Hurting,” “Lift Up the Healed,” and “Look Up to Overcome.”
Additional materials include prayers, hymn suggestions, altar decoration ideas and videos to
share in small groups or with the congregation.
The Rethink Church ministry has new Easter resources that focus on themes of searching for
meaning and new beginnings. Each outreach and worship tool is available in four different
designs, allowing churches to select the visual message that will best connect to their community.
Fully customizable resources include:
•

Direct mail postcards that can be targeted to a specific geographic area

•

Door hangers and invitation cards - receive 100 of each free, now through March 1 (Please allow
two weeks for printing.)

•

Free social media graphics and worship materials such as bulletin covers and imagery

The national advertising effort will begin on March 7, with the message, “If changing how we
think about Easter truly made it a time of new beginnings, that could change everything.” The
campaign builds awareness of The United Methodist Church, but it also seeks to support local
churches as they reach out with a message of faith and hope. Customized video advertisements
are available through March 1.
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neW friendships!

to reGister, visit us at www.iauMC.orG/CaMps
for a CataloG or questions Call
1-800-765-1651
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